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Abstract

A benzenoid graph is a finite connected plane graph with no cut vertices in which every interior region is bounded by a regular
hexagon of a side length one. A benzenoid graph G is elementary if every edge belongs to a 1-factor of G. A hexagon h of an
elementary benzenoid graph is reducible, if the removal of boundary edges and vertices of h results in an elementary benzenoid
graph. We characterize the reducible hexagons of an elementary benzenoid graph. The characterization is the basis for an algorithm
which finds the sequence of reducible hexagons that decompose a graph of this class in O(n2) time. Moreover, we present an
algorithm which decomposes an elementary benzenoid graph with at most one pericondensed component in linear time.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A benzenoid graph is a finite connected plane graph with no cut vertices in which every interior region is bounded
by a regular hexagon of a side length one. A coronoid is a connected subgraph of a benzenoid graph such that every
edge belongs to at least one hexagon and it contains at least one non-hexagonal interior face. A benzenoid graph G is
catacondensed if any triple of hexagons of G has empty intersection, otherwise it is pericondensed, cf. Fig. 1.

A graph G is called bipartite if it is connected and its vertex set can be divided in two disjoint sets V1 and V2 such
that V1 ∪ V2 = V (G) and no two vertices from the same set are joined by an edge. Every benzenoid graph is clearly
bipartite. A peak (valley) of a benzenoid graph is a vertex that is above (below) all its first neighbors. Throughout this
paper all benzenoid graphs considered are drawn so that an edge-direction is vertical and the peaks are colored black
(see Fig. 1) .

A matching of a graph G is a set of pairwise independent edges. A matching is a 1-factor if it covers all the vertices
of G.

The fact that a Kekulé structure of a conjugated molecule is in a one-to-one correspondence with a 1-factor of
the underlying molecular graph is well and long known. In particular, the skeleton of carbon atoms in a benzenoid
hydrocarbon is a benzenoid graph. The number of 1-factors/Kekulé structures of a benzenoid graph can be used to
forecast some physico-chemical properties of the underlying compound, therefore 1-factors of benzenoid graphs have
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Fig. 1. A pericondensed, coronoid and catacondensed graph, from left to right, respectively.

been studied extensively [3]. On the other hand, some problems involving 1-factors are extended to some other, for the
most part more general classes of graphs, such as hexagonal, bipartite, and plane bipartite graphs. Among many different
topics studied on this classes of graphs we briefly mention counting the number of 1-factors [2,18,20], finding the 1-
factors [5], the binary coding of 1-factors [9] and the concept of the resonance graphs (also called the Z-transformation
graphs) [1,8,10,16,19].

A bipartite graph G is called elementary if G is connected and every edge belongs to a 1-factor of G. Elementary
components of G are the components of the graph obtained from G by removing those edges of G that are not contained
in any 1-factor. It is well known that catacondensed benzenoid graphs are elementary.

An important property of elementary bipartite graphs is the bipartite ear decomposition [14]. In [22], Zhang and
Zhang evolved this concept and presented the so-called reducible face decomposition (RFD). This decomposition can
serve as a construction method for elementary bipartite graphs.

Let x be an edge. Join its end vertices by a path P1 of odd length (first ear). Then proceed inductively to build a
sequence of bipartite graphs as follows: if Gr−1 = x + P1 + P2 + · · · + Pr−1 has already been constructed, add the rth
ear Pr (of odd length) by joining any two vertices of different colors in Gr−1 such that Pr has no internal vertices in
common with Gr−1. The decomposition Gr = x + P1 + P2 + · · · + Pr is called an (bipartite) ear decomposition of
Gr . It was shown in [13] that a bipartite graph is elementary if and only if it has an (bipartite) ear decomposition.

An ear decomposition (G1, G2, . . . , Gr(=G)) (equivalently, G = x + P1 + P2 + · · · + Pr ) of a plane elementary
bipartite graph G is called a RFD if G1 is the boundary of an interior face of G and the ith ear Pi lies in the exterior of
Gi−1 such that Pi and a part of the periphery of Gi−1 surround an interior face of G for all 2� i�r.

Theorem 1 (Zhang and Zhang [22]). Let G be a plane bipartite graph other than K2. Then G is elementary if and
only if G has a RFD starting with the boundary of any interior face of G.

Theorem 1 gives the construction method for plane elementary bipartite graphs: starting with some face, then adding
one new face at each step gives any plane elementary bipartite graph.

In this paper we are interested in reversing this procedure for elementary benzenoid graphs. Namely, for a given
elementary benzenoid graph we want to find a sequence of faces (hexagons) that decompose the graph in such a manner
that the graph obtained at each step of the decomposition is elementary.

A face f of a plane bipartite graph G is peripheral if the peripheries of G and f have a non-empty intersection. Let
G be a plane bipartite graph. Let f be a peripheral face of G and P a common path of the peripheries of f and G. Let
G − f denote the resultant subgraph of G by removing the internal vertices and edges of P. If G − f is elementary
than we call f a reducible face of G.

The following theorem presented in [22] confirms the existence of reducible faces in plane elementary bipartite
graph.

Theorem 2. Let G be a plane elementary bipartite graph with at least two finite faces. Then G has at least two reducible
faces.

Throughout the paper, for a given graph G, let n stand for the number of its vertices.
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In the next section we characterize the reducible faces of an elementary benzenoid graph. The characterization
is the basis for an algorithm which finds a reducible face decomposition for a given graph of this class. This algo-
rithm with the time complexity O(n2) is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we define pericondensed components
of an elementary benzenoid graph and improve the running time of the algorithm for elementary benzenoid graphs
with at most one pericondensed component. In particular, we prove that every graph G of this class contains a re-
ducible hexagon h that can be obtained on the basis of the so-called minimal 1-factor. Furthermore, we show that
the minimal 1-factor of the graph obtained after the removal of h from G can be computed in linear time. This re-
sult gives the linear algorithm to find a RFD for an elementary benzenoid graph with at most one pericondensed
component.

2. Characterization of reducible faces

Let M be a matching of G. A vertex of G is called saturated by M if it is matched and unsaturated if it is not matched.
A path P is M-alternating if edges of P appear alternately in and off the M. If the endpoints of P are unsaturated, then P
is an augmenting path. A cycle C is M-alternating if edges of C appear alternately in and off the M. An M-alternating
cycle C of G is said to be proper (improper) if every edge of C belonging to M goes from white (black) end-vertex to
black (white) end-vertex by the clockwise orientation of C.

A face f of G is said to be resonant if G has a 1-factor M such that the boundary of f is an M-alternating cycle. In
[22], the following two theorems are proven (Theorem 4 is also obtained in [17]).

Theorem 3. A non-trivial plane bipartite graph is elementary if and only if every face is resonant.

Let us call the boundary of the infinite face of G the boundary or the outer cycle of G.

Theorem 4. A benzenoid graph G is elementary if and only if the boundary of G is resonant.

Let G be a plane bipartite graph. Let M(G) denote the set of all 1-factors of G. It was shown in [21] that G has a
unique 1-factor M0̂ such that G has no proper M0̂-alternating cycles. We call M0̂ the minimal 1-factor of G, since M0̂
is the minimal element of the poset induced by M(G) [11,12]. In addition, G has a unique 1-factor M1̂ such that G has
no improper M1̂-alternating cycles. M1̂ is called the maximal 1-factor of G.

A monotone path system of a benzenoid graph G is a set of disjoint monotonically decreasing paths of G in which
each path issues at a peak and ends at a valley. A perfect path system of G is a monotone path system which covers all
peaks and valleys.

It is shown in [15] that a benzenoid graph has a 1-factor if and only if it has a perfect path system. Moreover, it is
proved in [5] that if a benzenoid graph has a perfect path system then the induced matching between peaks and valleys
is unique. From a perfect path system we construct the corresponding 1-factor by including:

• all non-vertical edges in the monotone paths and
• all the vertical edges not in the monotone paths.

If G has a perfect path system then G admits a bijection between the set of peaks and the set of valleys. This fact
induces the set B(G) such that (p, v) ∈ B(G) if and only if a peak p and a valley v are connected with a monotone
path of a perfect path system.

Let P be a monotone path from a peak to a valley in G. Then the subgraph G − P obtained by deleting all vertices
of P and their incident edges from G may have more than one component. A component of G − P is said to be a
left (right) component if the edges between P and the component itself are on the left (right) of P. The left (right)
bank of P is composed of all left (right) components of G − P , P itself and all the edges between P and these
components.

Let Pp,v denote the monotone path between a peak p and a valley v of a perfect path system P.
A perfect path system L is said to be the leftmost perfect path system of G if every monotone path P between p

and v is on the right bank of Lp,v ∈ L. Analogously, a perfect path system R is said to be the rightmost perfect path
system of G if every monotone path P between p and v is on the left bank of Rp,v ∈ R.
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Fig. 2. A proper alternating face.

The symmetry difference of finite sets A and B is defined as A ⊕ B : =(A ∪ B)\(A ∩ B). If h is a hexagon of a
benzenoid graph G and M a 1-factor of G then in the M ⊕h operation, h is always regarded as the set of edges bounding
the hexagon.

Proposition 1. Let G be an elementary benzenoid graph. The 1-factor induced by the rightmost perfect path system
of G is the minimal 1-factor of G.

Proof. Let M denote the 1-factor of G induced by its rightmost perfect path system R. Suppose that in G exists a
hexagon h such that the boundary of h forms a proper M-alternating cycle. Denote the edges of h as can be seen in
Fig. 2.

Since the edges e1 and e5 are non-vertical, there exists a monotonically decreasing path Rp,v ∈ R such that the edges
e1 and e5 belong to Rp,v . Note that the edges of {e2, e3, e4} do not intersect with any other monotonically decreasing
path of R. Therefore P : =Rp,v ⊕ h is a monotonically decreasing path between p and v in (R\Rp,v) ∪ P . However,
P is not on the left bank of Rp,v and we obtained a contradiction. �

Analogously we prove the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Let G be an elementary benzenoid graph. The 1-factor induced by the leftmost perfect path system of
G is the maximal 1-factor of G.

Let G be a benzenoid graph. Let us define the set of edges W(G) = {Rp,v ⊕ Lp,v; (p, v) ∈ B(G)}. In other words,
W is the set of edges belonging to Rp,v or Lp,v but not to both. The definition stated above and the following result
appeared in [4].

Proposition 3. The edges of a maximal cycle C induced by W(G) together with the edges of the interior of C compose
the edges of the corresponding elementary component of G.

An 1-factor M is said to be peripheral if the outer cycle of G is M-alternating. The next propositions show that the
minimal and the maximal 1-factor of G are peripheral.

Proposition 4. Let G be an elementary benzenoid graph. Then the outer cycle of G is improper M0̂-alternating as well
as proper M1̂-alternating.

Proof. Since G is elementary, from Proposition 3 it follows that all the edges of the boundary of G belong to W(G).
An edge of the outer cycle is therefore either in a path of the rightmost perfect path system Rp,v or in a path of the
leftmost perfect path system Lp,v , (p, v) ∈ B(G). We call an edge of the outer cycle left or right whether it belongs
to Lp,v or Rp,v , respectively. Let M denote the set that contains all non-vertical right edges and all vertical left edges.
From Proposition 1 it follows that M is a subset of the minimal 1-factor of G.
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We first show the following:

Claim 1. A left and a right edge of G are adjacent if and only if their common vertex is either the peak or the valley
of their common hexagon.

Proof. Let p be a peak of the hexagon that joins edges e and f. Note that their common hexagon does not need to
be in the interior of G. Since a perfect path system is composed of monotonically decreasing paths, e and f cannot
be in the same path. Moreover, since the paths of a perfect path system are disjoint, e and f cannot belong to the
paths of the same perfect path system. It follows that one of the edges has to be left and the other right. If two edges
are joined with a valley, the proof goes analogously. Conversely, let edges e and f be joined by a vertex u that is
neither a peak nor a valley. Suppose without loss of generality that e is above f. Note that if e is vertical then f is
non-vertical and vice versa. Suppose first that e is non-vertical and it belongs to a monotonically decreasing path
Pp,v . Since the joint vertex of e and f is neither the peak p nor the valley v, it follows that f has to be also in Pp,v .
In other words, e and f are either both left or both right. If e is vertical, assume that f belongs to some monotonically
decreasing path. From the analogous arguments as above we can also conclude that e and f are either both left or
both right. �

To conclude the proof of the proposition we first show that the boundary of G is M-alternating (and therefore
also M0̂-alternating). From Claim 1 follows that if the common vertex of two edges is the peak or the valley of
their common hexagon, then one of these two edges is in and the other off M. Moreover, since the left (right) edges
of a leftmost (rightmost) path appear alternately in and off M, the assertion follows. To see the orientation of the
edges of M observe the edges joined at a peak of G. From the arguments above follows, that the right edge is in
and the left edge off M. Moreover, the right edge goes from black end-vertex to white end-vertex by the clock-
wise orientation of the boundary cycle. These conclusions complete the proof that the outer cycle of G is improper
M0̂-alternating.

To show that the outer cycle of G is proper M1̂-alternating, denote with M ′ the set that contains all vertical right edges
and all non-vertical left edges which is a subset of the maximal 1-factor of G. The rest of the proof goes analogously
as above. �

Theorem 5. Let G be an elementary benzenoid graph. Then h is a reducible hexagon of G if and only if the following
hold:

(i) the common periphery of h and G is a path of odd length and
(ii) G admits a peripheral 1-factor M such that the edges of h form an M-alternating cycle.

Proof. Let h be a reducible hexagon of G and let C denote the outer cycle of G. Then the common periphery of h and
G is a path P of length d = 1, 3, 5. Since h is reducible, G − h is elementary. Let M0̂ and M1̂ denote the minimal and
the maximal 1-factor of G, respectively.

(i) d = 1. Let e denote the edge of P.
e can be either in M1̂ or in M0̂. Both cases are illustrated in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. If e is in M1̂, consider the

minimal 1-factor of G − h denoted M ′
0̂
. Clearly, M ′

0̂
= M0̂ is also the minimal 1-factor of G. Moreover, M0̂ ⊕ C is a

peripheral 1-factor in G and the edges of h form an M0̂ ⊕ C-alternating cycle.
If e is in M0̂, consider the maximal 1-factor of G − h denoted M ′

1̂
. Then M ′

1̂
= M1̂ is also the maximal 1-factor of

G. Analogously, M1̂ ⊕ C is peripheral 1-factor in G and the edges of h form an M1̂ ⊕ C-alternating cycle.
(ii) d =3. P can be either M1̂-augmenting or M0̂-augmenting. Both cases are illustrated in Fig. 4a and b, respectively.

If P is M1̂-augmenting, consider the maximal 1-factor of G−h denoted M ′
1̂
. M ′

1̂
is not 1-factor of G and both endvertices

of exactly one edge of h are unsaturated (see Fig. 4a). We call this edge e. Clearly, M ′
1̂

∪ {e} is the maximal 1-factor

of G. Moreover, (M ′
1̂
∪ {e}) ⊕ C is a peripheral 1-factor in G and the edges of h form an (M ′

1̂
∪ {e}) ⊕ C-alternating

cycle.
If P is M0̂-augmenting, analogously as above consider the minimal 1-factor of G − h.
(iii) d = 5. From Theorem 3 follows that the edges of h form an M0̂-alternating cycle or an M1̂-alternating cycle.
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Fig. 3. Cases where d = 1.
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Fig. 4. Cases where d = 3.

For the converse suppose that the common periphery of h and G is a path P of odd length. Suppose also that G admits
a peripheral 1-factor M such that the edges of h form an M-alternating cycle. Clearly, P is of length d = 1, 3, 5. Let C
denote the outer cycle of G.

(i) d = 1. Let e denote the edge of P. The edges of h form an M-alternating cycle, thus e has to be in M. Since
M ⊕ C is a peripheral 1-factor in G − h, from Theorem 4 follows that G − h is elementary and the case is
settled.

(ii) d = 3. Since M is peripheral and the edges of h form an M-alternating cycle, P cannot be augmenting. It
follows that there is exactly one edge e of P that does not belong to M. Clearly, e is in M ⊕ C. Moreover
(M ⊕ C)\{e} is a peripheral 1 -factor in G − h. Therefore, by Theorem 4, G − h is elementary and the assertion
follows.

(iii) d = 5. Let e denote the edge of h which is not in P. Clearly e is in M ⊕h. Furthermore, the restriction of M ⊕h to
G − h is a peripheral 1-factor in G − h. Analogously as above we can see that G − h is elementary and therefore
h is reducible. �
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3. The algorithm

From Theorem 2 and the “only if” part of the proof of Theorem 5 we get the following:

Corollary 1. Let G be an elementary benzenoid graph with the outer cycle C. Then G contains at least one reducible
hexagon h, such that the edges of h form M0̂ ⊕ C-alternating or M1̂ ⊕ C-alternating cycle.

Let G be an elementary benzenoid graph with the RFD (G1, G2, . . . , Gr(=G)). The sequence of hexagons h1, h2,

h3, . . . , hr is called reducible if hi is a reducible face of Gi such that Gi−1 = Gi − hi , i = r, r − 1, . . . , 2
and h1 = G1.

Theorem 5 characterizes the reducible hexagons of an elementary benzenoid graph. Moreover, in conjunction with
Corollary 1 it gives the basis for the following algorithm which finds a reducible sequence of hexagons.

Algorithm RFD
input: an elementary benzenoid graph G.
output : a reducible sequence of hexagons Li , i = 1, . . . , r .
i : =1.
repeat

1. M0̂ := the minimal 1-factor of G.
2. M1̂ := the maximal 1-factor of G.
3. C := the boundary cycle of G.
4. Li := a peripheral hexagon h such that the edges of h form an M0̂ ⊕ C-alternating or M1̂ ⊕ C-alternating cycle.
5. G := G − h.
6. i := i + 1.

until G is a single hexagon h′.
Li := h′.

Theorem 6. Algorithm RFD finds a RFD of an elementary benzenoid graph G and can be implemented to run in O(n2)

time.

Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows by Theorem 5 and Corollary 1. Starting from G=Gr , the algorithm at
each execution of the loop finds a reducible hexagon in G = Gi and then removes this hexagon from Gi . The obtained
graph Gi−1 is elementary, therefore we can repeat the procedure till the last hexagon.

Concerning the time complexity of the algorithm, we first show that the body of the loop is executed in linear time.
Note that a vertex of G possesses at most three adjacent vertices. Thus, the complexities of basic operations: deleting
an edge, deleting a vertex, deleting all edges incident with a vertex, etc., are constant notwithstanding a representation
of G.

For Steps 1 and 2 we invoke routines RPS and LPS presented in [5] which compute the rightmost perfect path system
and the leftmost perfect path system of G in linear time. Propositions 1 and 2 then imply that Steps 1 and 2 of RFD can
be executed within the same time bound.

The boundary cycle of G can be clearly computed in linear time by traversing the edges of G. If we mark the edges
belonging to C, then we can obtain M0̂ ⊕ C and M1̂ ⊕ C in a time which is linear in the number of edges of C. For
Step 4 further observe that G clearly admits less than n peripheral hexagons. Moreover, we can check in constant time
whether a peripheral hexagon induces a M0̂ ⊕ C-alternating or M1̂ ⊕ C-alternating cycle. Since the degree of a vertex
in G is constant, this time bound also holds for Step 5. The time complexity of reducing one hexagon is therefore linear
in the number of edges of G.
Finally, since the loop executes O(n) times, it follows that the overall time complexity of the algorithm is O(n2).

�

Remark. Fig. 5 shows an example of an elementary benzenoid graph G with the minimal 1-factor M0̂ and the maximal
1-factor M1̂. Let C denote the boundary cycle of G. Since the hexagon denoted h induces a M1̂ ⊕ C-alternating cycle,
by Theorem 5 h is reducible.
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Fig. 5. The minimal (left) and the maximal (right) 1-factor of G.

G-h with the minimal 1-factor
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Fig. 6. The minimal (left) and the maximal (right) 1-factor of G − h.

Note that the maximal 1-factor of G−h can be obtained simply by removing the edge e from M1̂. However, in order
to obtain the minimal 1-factor of G − h from M0̂, one should remove and replace O(n) edges as can be seen in Fig.
6. Thus, the example clearly shows the necessity of recalculating the minimal and the maximal 1-factor of the graph
after a reduction.

4. Pericondensed components

Let G be a plane graph. The vertices of the inner dual of G are the finite faces of G, two vertices being adjacent if
and only if the corresponding faces share an edge in G. The inner dual of a benzenoid graph is a subgraph of the regular
triangular grid (see Fig. 7). Clearly, the inner dual of a catacondensed benzenoid graph is a tree with maximum vertex
degree three.

A subgraph H of G is a block of G if H is a maximal subgraph without cut vertices or edges whose removal increases
the number of components of G.

Let G be a benzenoid graph. The subgraph of G that corresponds to the block of the inner dual of G is called a
pericondensed component of G. The subgraph of G obtained by removing the vertices and the edges of all pericondensed
components of G we call a catacondensed forest of G, while its component is called a catacondensed tree.

A catacondensed tree is called a link if it joins the vertices of two pericondensed components and a beam otherwise.
These definitions are illustrated in Fig. 7 with encircled components of the graph’s catacondensed forest.

Let G be an elementary benzenoid graph and C the outer cycle of G. A hexagon h is easily reducible if h is reducible
and the minimal 1-factor of G − h can be obtained from the minimal 1-factor of G in constant time. The remark of the
previous section shows that a reducible hexagon need not to be easily reducible.

Note that a hexagon h of a benzenoid graph G is peripheral if the peripheries of G and h have a non-empty intersection.
The periphery of h contains one, two, three, four or five edges. With respect to this, we say that a peripheral hexagon
is of type T1, T2, T3, T4 or T5.

We will need the following simple lemma.

Lemma 1. Let G be an elementary benzenoid graph. Then every hexagon of G of type T5 is easily reducible.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 5 implies that every hexagon of G of type T5 is reducible. Let M0̂ denote the minimal
1-factor of G and h a hexagon of type T5. Furthermore, let e denote the joint edge of G − h and h. Then we can obtain
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beam

link

Fig. 7. A benzenoid graph with its inner dual and catacondensed forest.

the minimal 1-factor of G − h by removing the edges of the periphery of h from M0̂ and, if e /∈ M0̂, by including e. It
is straightforward to see that this operation can be performed in constant time and the assertion follows. �

We will show that a RFD can be obtained in linear time for elementary benzenoid graphs containing at most one
pericondensed component. The algorithm is based on the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Let G be an elementary benzenoid graph containing at most one pericondensed component. Then G
contains at least one easily reducible hexagon.

From Lemma 1 it follows that it suffices to prove the theorem for a pericondensed component of G. Note that all
hexagons of a pericondensed component are of type T1, T2, T3 or T4.

The proof of the theorem is based on the claims presented below. In these claims we adopt the following
conventions:

• G is an elementary benzenoid graph with exactly one pericondensed component and without beams.
• Pu,v is a path of the rightmost perfect path system R such that no other path of R is in the left bank of Pu,v .
• The edges of a hexagon are denoted as in Fig. 2.

Claim 2. Let h be a hexagon of G in the left bank of Pu,v such that h is of type T1 or type T2 and h ∩ Pu,v = ∅. Then h
has no adjacent hexagon on the left-hand side of its vertical edge.

Proof. Let h be a hexagon of G in the left bank of Pu,v such that h ∩ Pu,v = ∅. If h is of type T1 then cases (b), (c),
(e) and (f) in Fig. 8 cannot exist since they imply a new peak or valley in the left bank of Pu,v . The case (d) in Fig. 8
cannot occur since h would clearly not lie in the left bank of Pu,v .

In order to consider a hexagon of type T2, note that since G is pericondensed, the hexagons adjacent to h have to
remain connected in G − h. Some possible cases are depicted in Fig. 9. Two cases not depicted in the figure are in
contradiction with the assumption that h is in the left bank and has no intersection with Pu,v . The cases (c) and (d)
cannot exist in the left bank of Pu,v since they imply a new peak or valley, respectively. �

Let e be an edge of a benzenoid graph G. Then the cut Ce corresponding to e is the set of edges so that with every
edge e′ of Ce also the opposite edge with respect to a hexagon containing e′ belongs to Ce. (As benzenoid graphs admits
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Fig. 8. Possible cases where a type T1 hexagon is in the left bank of Pu,v .

Fig. 9. Possible cases where a type T2 hexagon is in the left bank of Pu,v .

isometric embeddings into hypercubes [7], Ce can also be described as the equivalence class of the Djoković—Winkler
relation � containing e, cf. [6].)

Claim 3. Let h be a hexagon of G in the left bank of Pu,v such that h is of type T1 or type T2 and h ∩ Pu,v = ∅. Then
in the left bank of Pu,v exists a hexagon h′ of type T3 which has an empty intersection with Pu,v .

Proof. Suppose h is of type T1. We now consider the cut Ce4 , where the edge e4 corresponds to h. The situation is
depicted in Fig. 10a. Let h′ be the hexagon containing the last edge e in the cut looking from e4 towards e1. Since Pu,v

is monotonous, h′ ∩ Pu,v = ∅. In other words, the peak p is on the right-hand side of the cut looking in the described
direction. Since h′ is the last hexagon of the cut, e1 has to be on the boundary G.

Suppose h′ is of type:

T1: This implies that only the edge e1 of h′ is on the boundary G. But by Claim 2 this is a contradiction.
T2: This implies that besides e1 of h′, since G is pericondensed, either e2 or e6 is on the periphery of G. If e2 is on

the boundary of G, then by Claim 2 this is a contradiction. If e6 is on the boundary of G, then G would admit a
new valley on the left bank of Pu,v and we again obtain a contradiction.

T4: Then h′ contains the peak of G which leads to a contradiction.
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h

h’

e1

e4

peak u

h’

h

e2

e5

valley v

Fig. 10. The hexagons of the cut.

Similar argument can be used if h is of type T2. If the case from Fig. 9b occurs, we again observe the last hexagon h′
in the cut Ce4 . The situation is analogous as depicted in Fig. 10a with the exception that the hexagon h is of type T2. If
the case from Fig. 9a occurs, the situation is depicted in Fig. 10b. We now consider the cut Ce2 and the hexagon h′ on
the left-hand side of the valley v.

We have proved that h′ is of type T3 and the proof is complete. �

Let hp and hv denote the hexagon which contains the peak p and the valley v, respectively.

Claim 4. Let every hexagon in the left bank of Pu,v have a non-empty intersection with Pu,v and let all of these hexagons
different from hp and hv be of type T2. Then the hexagon containing the peak p and/or the hexagon containing the
valley v are of type T3.

Proof. Clearly, hp and hv are either of type T3 or T4.
Suppose now that hp and hv are both of type T4. Since hp, hv and the hexagons between them have a non-empty

intersection with Pu,v , we distinguish two cases illustrated in Fig. 11.
We first consider the case from Fig. 11a. Then hv has two adjacent hexagons, with one it shares the edge e1 and with

the other the edge e2. Denote them with h and h′, respectively. Note that e4 of h′ is on the boundary of G, moreover it
is in M0̂ and since it is non-vertical, it belongs to Pu,v . But then h has an empty intersection with Pu,v and we obtained
a contradiction. It follows that hv has to be of type T3.

In order to prove the case from Fig. 11b observe the hexagons adjacent to hp. The rest of the proof goes analogously
as above. �

Claim 5. Let every hexagon in the left bank of Pu,v have a non-empty intersection with Pu,v and let both hp and hv

be of type T4. Then at least one of the hexagons on the left bank of Pu,v is of type T1.

Proof. From Claim 4 it follows that at least one of the hexagons between hp and hv cannot be of type T2. Let us denote
it by h.

Note first that h cannot be of type T4, since it would imply a new peak in the left bank of Pu,v . Suppose then that h
is of type T3. The situation is depicted in Fig. 12b. By assumption, h intersects with Pu,v . Now consider the hexagons
adjacent to hp. Let us denote them as h′ and h′′. G is elementary, thus from Proposition 4 it follows that the edge e2 of
h′′ has to be in the minimal 1-factor of G. Since Pu,v is monotonous, the edge e1 of h′′ is also in the minimal 1-factor
of G. But edges e1 and e2 are incident and we obtained a contradiction. We showed that h has to be of type T1 (the
situation is depicted on Fig. 12a) and the assertion follows. �
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hp

hvhv

h h’

Fig. 11. The peak and valley of type T4.

h

hp

hv

h

h’ h’’

Fig. 12. Hexagon of type T1.

Proof of Theorem 7. If G is catacondensed or it has at least one beam, then from Lemma 1 the assertion clearly
follows. Suppose then that G is an elementary benzenoid graph with exactly one pericondensed component and without
beams. Let C denote the outer cycle of G and let M0̂ and M1̂ denote the minimal and the maximal 1-factor of G,
respectively.

Let Pu,v be a path of the rightmost perfect path system R of G such that none of the other paths of R is in the left
bank of Pu,v . We will show that at least one easily reducible hexagon exists in the left bank of Pu,v .
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hp

Fig. 13. Case where hp is of type T3.

We first assume that in the left bank of Pu,v exists a hexagon h such that h has no intersection with Pu,v . We claim
that in the left bank of Pu,v exists a hexagon h′, such that h′ is of type T3 and h′ ∩ Pu,v = ∅. Note first that h cannot be
of type T4, since it would imply a new peak in the left bank of Pu,v . If h is of type T3, then we state h′ : = h and we
are done. Otherwise, h is of type T1 or T2 and by Claim 3 the requested hexagon h′ also exists.

Note now that if h′ is disjoint with Pu,v , then by Proposition 1 both vertical edges of h′ are in the minimal 1-factor
of G (see the hexagon h′ in Fig. 10). But then the edges of h′ form an M0̂ ⊕ C-alternating cycle and from Theorem 5
it follows that h′ is reducible. Furthermore, the minimal 1-factor of G − h′ can be obtained by removing the vertical
edge of h′ on the outer cycle from the minimal 1-factor of G. Since this can clearly be done in constant time, h′ is easily
reducible.

Suppose now that every hexagon in the left bank of Pu,v has at least one edge in common with Pu,v . Claims 4 and 5
show that in the left bank of Pu,v exists either a hexagon of type T3 (at the peak p or at the valley v) or a hexagon of
type T1. Let h denote this hexagon.

Suppose h is of type T3 and suppose it contains the peak p (see Fig. 13). Note that Pp,v is a path of the rightmost
perfect path system. It follows that h is M0̂-resonant and thus reducible. The minimal 1-factor M ′

0̂
of G − h can be

obtained from the minimal 1-factor M0̂ of G by removing the edges e2, e4 and e6 of h from M0̂ and by adding the edges
e3 and e5 of h. This can clearly be done in constant time, thus h is easily reducible.

Finally, if h is of type T1 (the situation is depicted in Fig. 12a), then the edges e2 and e4 of h belong to Pu,v . Moreover,
the edge e6 of h is vertical, therefore all of these three edges belong to M0̂. It follows that h is M0̂-resonant and therefore
reducible. The minimal 1-factor M ′

0̂
of G − h can be obtained from the minimal 1-factor M0̂ of G by removing edges

e2, e4 and e6 from M0̂ and by adding the edges e1, e3 and e5. Again, this procedure requires constant time, which yields
that h is easily reducible and the proof is complete. �

The following algorithm finds a reducible sequence of hexagons of an elementary benzenoid graph with at most one
pericondensed component in linear time.

Algorithm RFD-PC
input : an elementary benzenoid graph G with at most one pericondensed component.
output : a reducible sequence of hexagons Li , i = 1, . . . , r .

1. M0̂ : = the minimal 1-factor of G.
2. H : = the set of all easily reducible hexagons of type T1, T3 and T5.
3. i : =1.
4. while H �= ∅ do

(a) Remove an arbitrary hexagon h from H.
(b) Remove h from G.
(c) Update M0̂.
(d) Find all neighbors of h and put them in H if necessary.
(e) Li := h.
(f) i : =i + 1.

5. Add the remaining hexagon to RFD.
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Theorem 8. Algorithm RFD-PC finds a RFD of a given elementary benzenoid graph with at most one pericondensed
component in linear time.

Proof. Correctness of the algorithm follows from Theorems 5 and 7. Note that the latter imply that after the removal
of an easily reducible hexagon h the minimal 1-factor of the obtained graph differs from old M0̂ only in edges which
are in the intersection with or adjacent to h. It follows that a new easily reducible hexagon can appear only in the
neighborhood of h.

Concerning the complexity of the algorithm, we again invoke the procedure RPS presented in [5] which computes
the rightmost perfect path system in linear time. This implies that Step 1 of RFD-PC can be executed within the same
time bound. By Theorem 7 there exists at least one easily reducible hexagon. All easily reducible hexagons are located
on the boundary of G and we can detect them in linear time.

The number of executions of while loop of the algorithm is bounded with the number of all hexagons in G. It remains
to be proven that all steps within the body of the loop can be executed in constant time. Hexagons in H are all easily
reducible, therefore the removal of these hexagons from G and finding the new minimal 1-factor can be done in constant
time. Furthermore, every reducible hexagon has at most five adjacent hexagons, therefore the computation of Step 4(d)
is independent of n. This concludes our proof. �

Since the complexity of RFD-PC is proportional to the size of the input, the algorithm is optimal in a precise sense
which is in common use in the theory of computational complexity. However, it also raises the natural question, whether
the algorithm with the best possible complexity can be obtained for more general class of elementary benzenoid graphs.
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